The rapidly growing field of nanodevices is attracting more and more attention on account of their ingenious design and broad application. Taking advantage of the sequence specificity and excellent programmability of DNA molecules, numerous DNA devices with multiple functions have been designed and fabricated such as tweezers, gears, cranes and so on. DNA walking devices are the most sophisticated ones either in design or fabrication. They exhibit a powerful ability to actuate walkers walking on their tracks. Herein we review DNA walking devices based on walking functions including unipedal, bipedal, multipedal, and other novel walking devices, as well as their applications.
Introduction
The eld of nanodevices is one of the more challenging frontiers at present. It is important for us to understand the law of energy conversion at the nanoscale, as well as the interaction and regulation mechanism between biological molecules.
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Many scientists have paid extensive attention to this eld in recent years. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] As DNA owns the distinguished principle of Watson-Crick base pairing and special physical character, it has been nominated as one of the most versatile and robust building materials, not only to construct controllable nanoarchitectures in nanoscale resolution with excellent sequence programmability and structural rigidity, but also to provide memory components in dynamic structures with high delity.
DNA origami has been proven as one of the most attractive breakthroughs offering a compelling approach leading toward the precise design of nanostructures with predestinate addressability at sub-10 nm resolution. Since then, numerous DNA origami nanostructures with different shapes have been constructed including rectangles, stars, smiley faces, maps, dolphins and three-dimensional (3D) structures such as honeycomb lattices, nanotubes, boxes and nanoasks.
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Inspired by kinesin movement along a microtubule to perform intracellular transport in biological systems, [20] [21] [22] [23] researchers have extended the area of DNA nanotechnology from structure to function, that is, converting static DNA nanostructures to dynamic, functional DNA nanodevices such as tweezers, gears, cranes and so on. 21, [24] [25] [26] DNA walking devices are the most sophisticated ones either in design or fabrication. [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] They have exhibited a powerful ability to actuate walkers walking on their tracks from starting point to destination. [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] Generally, the concept of DNA walking devices refers to a walking body such as a DNA duplex, nanoparticle or nanorod, and a track in multiple dimensions. For synthetic DNA walking devices, the walking process is usually enabled by the combination of strand hybridization, [40] [41] [42] [43] enzymatic reaction 44, 45 and environmental stimuli.
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Although DNA walking devices remain a mystery with respect to their low delity and slow rates, they still have great potential for various applications, such as sensors [54] [55] [56] and switchable carriers. [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] Generally, the ample evidence presented enables us to reasonably conclude that the enhancement of complexity regarding scale and speed is an area to be addressed. It can be believed that DNA walking devices will play a signicant role in delivering targeted drugs into a patient's body to cure corresponding diseases in future.
On the basis of summarizing the previous work and combining the latest developmental achievements, herein we review the construction of nanostructures including unipedal, bipedal, multipedal, and other novel walking devices, and the applications of DNA nanomachines are also summarized.
Unipedal walking devices
Unipedal walking devices refer to one "foot" travel on a track from a morphological perspective. Single-foot DNA walking devices are probably the simplest formation because a single DNA strand plays the leading role. Wickham et al. 62 used a single strand of DNA as a walking device to move autonomously along the full length of a track (Fig. 1a) . Single-stranded stators on a DNA origami tile constitute a 100 nm-long DNA track. With the help of a nicking enzyme, the unipedal walking device took up to 16 consecutive steps by branch migration. Later, Endo's group 63 developed a DNA nanodevice with lightfuelled mechanical movements (Fig. 1c) . These pyrenemodied walking strands migrated from one cleaved stator to the next on a similar 2D DNA origami tile. It is good to be reminded that these two stepwise walking systems were directly observed by high-speed AFM in real-time, which tended to facilitate the development of systems that could be programmed and routed by instructions encoded in the nucleotide sequences of the track and walking strands.
Generally, these walking nanodevices are mostly fueled by enzymatic reactions or powered by light. The external addition of counterpart strands is also an important class of reaction utilized in dynamic DNA nanotechnology. Simmel and his coworkers 64 utilized walking devices based on origami to investigate the effect of colocalization on the performance of DNA strand displacement (DSD) reactions (Fig. 1b) . Devoted to immobilizing a two-stage DSD reaction cascade, the system was composed of "sender" and "receiver" gates in a DNA origami platform, in which the additional DNA input strand displaced a signal strand from the sender gate and then transferred to the receiver gate.
In fact, considerable research efforts on single-foot walking devices have been devoted to the development from a 2D track to 3D track. Originally, Jung et al. 65 reported a stochastic DNA walking device that traversed a microparticle surface in a creative way (Fig. 1d) . The DNA walking device utilized hybridization energy to drive walking on a 3D track, which was the DNAcoated microparticle surface. It showed that the walking traversal could cover more than 30 continuous steps entirely due to autonomous decisions made by the walking device. This system shines a light on the future development of DNA walking devices that travel on the nanoparticle, and has been conrmed by other studies. Recently, Qu and his coworkers 66 constructed a single-foot DNA walking device consisting of a 21-base sequence with ve consecutive thymines (oligo-T) (Fig. 1e) . The 3D track refers to 15 nm-sized gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) decorated with thiol-tagged oligonucleotides. Moreover, the movement avoided randomly hydrolyzing RNA sequences owing to exonuclease III, and the system has great potential for analytical and diagnostic applications.
Bipedal walking devices
Compared to unipedal walking devices, it is better to link bipedal walking devices to pincers because two "feet" drive walking sideways. For bipedal walking devices, three substantial problems must be considered. Firstly, we have to take measures to work out the challenge that some random thermal motions always hinder bipedal walking devices from moving in a synchronized way. Omabegho et al. 67 reported a bipedal DNA Brownian motor with coordinated legs to cyclically catalyze the hybridization of metastable DNA fuel strands (Fig. 2a) . This process led to a chemically ratcheted movement along a track with directional double-crossover (DX). The successive transition and full walking cycle helped to uncover principles behind the design of unidirectional devices that could function without intervention.
Secondly, it is known that gel electrophoresis, uorescence microscopy, atomic force microscopy (AFM), and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techniques are widely applied in studying dynamic movement, but it is difficult to measure timedependent conformational changes and protect samples from damage. To address this problem, Nir's group 68 presented a detailed single-molecule uorescence study based on an autonomous bipedal DNA walking device (Fig. 2b) . Their work demonstrated that single-molecule uorescence constituted an excellent tool for chaperoning the development of DNA-based technology, which was used appropriately and efficiently in another paper reported by them three years later. 69 The singlemolecule uorescence characterization showed the successful operation of a dynamic DNA walking device, striding back and forth between two origami tiles (Fig. 2c) . This bipedal DNA walking device system was programmed by sequential interaction with "fuel" and "antifuel" DNA strands that resulted in movement from one origami tile to another and back again. As the track consisted of two different DNA origami tiles, this study has contributed to disclosing secrets behind the design of DNA walking devices that could stride over micrometer distances.
The third challenge is the speed of the walking devices. In 2012, Wang et al. 70 elaborated a strategy to accelerate the DNA walking process on a three foothold molecular track through the use of a DNA catalyst (Fig. 2d) . The advantage of using strand-displacement-based catalysts over enzymes is that the former generally have fewer sequence constraints and are less likely to be inuenced by environmental conditions, such as pH, temperature, and salt concentrations. The locomotion is about one order of magnitude faster than previous hybridization-based bipedal walking devices.
In addition to DNA hybridization, light powering and enzyme triggering, DNA walking devices can also be activated by H + /OH À or Hg 2+ ions/cysteine which was reported by the group of Willner (Fig. 2e) . 71 Their principle for operating a bipedal walking device was aimed at constructing four nucleic acid footholds on a DNA template and building the signal-triggered motility of a "walker" nucleic acid tethered to two of the footholds in each state of the machine. Importantly, it was a reversible bipedal DNA walking device because one sequence 62 A nicking enzyme cuts the motor-bound stator revealing a toehold at the 3 0 end of the motor (magenta) that facilitates the transfer of the motor to the adjacent intact stator by branch migration. (b) An illustration of a rectangular single-layered DNA origami platform and the immobilized DNA strand displacement cascade. 64 (c) An illustration of a rectangular DNA tile and light-driven walking system. 63 (d) A schematic of a catalytic hairpin assembly reaction on a microparticle surface shows how fluorescent FAM-H2 (red hairpins) are catalytically hybridized to surface-immobilized H1 (grey hairpins).
65 (e) Schematics for Exo III-powered stochastic DNA walkers that move on SNA surfaces. 
Multipedal walking devices
In dynamic DNA nanotechnology, three-feet DNA walking devices have been constructed infrequently. However, multipedal walking devices comprising an anisotropic nanoparticle as the body and discrete DNA or RNA strands as the feet have been widely studied. Consequently, this suggests that multipedal nanodevices with longer distance and higher delity and rates must predominate in the future. In 2010, Seeman's group 72 designed a proximity-based programmable DNA nanoscale assembly line to satisfy a DNA walking device assembling cargos as it travelled (Fig. 3a) . The core part of the system was the walker structure, containing three hands and four feet and moving along the track to collect and transfer different cargos (AuNPs). Coincidentally, another three-leg DNA walking device was built by Yan and his colleagues at the same time. 73 The molecular spider was made up of one streptavidin molecule as an inert body and three 8-17 bp DNA enzymes as catalytic legs that cleaved oligonucleotide substrates at single ribose sites into shorter strands (Fig. 3c) . However, the spider DNA walking device was not fast, efficient, or powerful enough due to the core principle of the catalytic reaction of DNAzymes. In order to speed up the walking process, Salaita's group 74 successfully designed relatively fast DNA walking devices, DNA-modied particles (Fig. 3b) . The maximum speed was three orders of magnitude greater than the maximum for conventional DNA motors. RNase H selectively hydrolysed the hybridized RNA modied on a surface to hybridize the DNA-coated spherical particles, which resulted in a rolling movement rather than walking. Also, the nanodevice could travel in a self-avoiding fashion and anisotropic particles could travel linearly without a track or external force.
Furthermore, in answer to the formidable challenge of precise transport, Liu et al. 75 designed a gold nanorod (AuNR) that can perform stepwise walking directionally and progressively on DNA origami (Fig. 3d) . In the active plasmonic system, two AuNRs assembled perpendicularly to one another were placed on two opposite surfaces of a 2D rectangular DNA origami platform. The walking process triggered a series of conformational changes, thus giving rise to immediate spectral response changes that can be read out optically. Therefore, its own walking directions and consecutive steps could be optically reported in situ. Moreover, stepwise walking of the walking device on a 3D origami platform, triangular prism origami, was examined.
Other novel walking devices
To date, researchers have paid more attention to individual walking device behavior. However, few attempts have been made to implement multiple articial walking devices which have the advantage of walking collectively on the same track. In another report from Liu's group, 76 they demonstrated a plasmonic walking device couple system involving two AuNR walking devices which could perform simultaneous walking along the same DNA origami track (Fig. 4a) . It was crucial that the number of walking devices was related to the optical response of the system which probably made a contribution to developing advanced articial nanomachinery with multiple walking devices in concert.
Most frequently, the autonomous movements of DNA walking devices depend on the cleavage of endonucleases or deoxyribozymes, or photoirradiation, resulting in the relatively slow kinetics and limited steps of movement. Li and coworkers 77 creatively built an enzyme-powered 3D DNA nanomachine to execute walking, resolving the task of releasing payloads (Fig. 4b) . A DNA-functionalized gold nanoparticle (DNA-AuNP) served as the 3D track, while the long DNA strand which was inserted into the AuNP acted as the walking device. Powered by a nicking endonuclease, the DNA walking device cleaved multiple specic substrates on the track and plentiful payload fell off.
As pointed out in the previous reports, much effort on the movement of DNA walking devices had been emphasized particularly on utilizing a exible and hinged tether with the help of environmental stimuli in order to achieve fast and efficient transport of molecular cargo along tracks. On the contrary, Simmel and his co-workers 78 developed a rigid tether that can rotate to mediate cargo transfer from the start to a target site on the DNA origami structure, which presented very fast, robust and more efficient motion over long distances (Fig. 4d) . Gothelf et al. 79 redened DNA walking devices because they described the development of a nanomechanical device that allowed switching of the position of a single-molecule conjugated polymer (Fig. 4c) . The DNA polymer conjugate, functionalized with short single-stranded (ss) DNA strands extending from the backbone, could be aligned on DNA origami in three well-dened geometries (straight line, le-turned, and right-turned patterns). Therefore, it shows that these novel walking devices have been developed on the strength of increasing the number of walking devices on the same track, constructing 3D nanomachine systems, and replacing the walking process with rolling, switching and pivoting. Although the theories of these nanodevices still focus on hybridization, enzymatic reaction and environmental stimuli, these systems always differ from the traditional systems.
Applications of DNA walking devices
DNA nanomachines that walk by converting chemical entropy into controlled motion could be of good use in applications such as biosensing, 80-82 molecular computing [83] [84] [85] and drug delivery. [86] [87] [88] It is nucleic acids that are adept in molecular computation, especially constructing numerous molecular logic gates which have been combined to form various molecular circuits. [89] [90] [91] [92] In addition, some specic 3D nanostructures, including DNA nanotubes, DNA tetrahedra and DNA origami structures, reveal the promising features to be the use as universal nanocarriers for cargo or drug delivery.
Recently, Ding and his coworkers 93 designed a targetswitched DNA nanotweezer for AND logic gate operation and sensitive enzyme-free biosensing of microRNAs (Fig. 5a ). An arched structure as the set strand for the target inputs and two split G-rich DNAs at the termini of the two arms for the signal output play signicant roles in the building of the nanotweezer. When a catalytic hairpin assembles, numerous open nanotweezers switch to a closed state owing to these binary target inputs. This logical process directly results in the formation of a proximity-dependent DNAzyme in the presence of hemin to produce a highly sensitive biosensing system.
In 2013, Willner's group 94 demonstrated the powerful biosensing function of DNA walking devices (Fig. 5b) . They described a DNA walking device assembled on nucleic acid scaffolds and triggered by fuel/antifuel strands. The walking device successfully switched formation or dissociation of the hemin/G-quadruplex DNAzyme on the DNA scaffolds, which enabled the chemiluminescence, chemiluminescence resonance energy transfer (CRET), or the electrochemical or photoelectrochemical transduction of the walking processes.
With regards to drug delivery, Gothelf and Kjems's group 95 spared no effort to make a DNA origami box with a controllable lid (Fig. 5c ). The lid of this DNA box had a dual lock-key system composed of DNA duplexes with sticky-end extensions as the "toehold" which will be displaced by introducing "key" oligonucleotides and then the lid will be opened. With the help of efficient uorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), researchers effectively monitored the operation of closing and opening. This profound work in building a DNA box has the potential to combine a diagnostic sensor of complex signals with the controlled release or access of a payload. Douglas' group 96 took a giant step forward to realize the biological application of a DNA origami nanorobot in the form of a hexagonal barrel with dimensions of 35 nm Â 35 nm Â 45 nm (Fig. 5d) . The barrel consisted of two domains that were covalently attached in the rear by single-stranded scaffold hinges, and could be noncovalently fastened in the front by staples modied with DNA aptamer-based locks. The aptamer-encoded locks function as an AND logic gate responding to molecular inputs (keys) which are expressed by cells. Plenty of practical experiments have been carried out, demonstrating that the robot can inspire new designs with different selectivities and biologically active payloads for cell-targeting tasks.
It should be pointed out that much work has focused on constructing various synthetic DNA motors to mimic the functions of protein motors. All of this effort aims ultimately at the operation of synthetic DNA motors in living cells. To our delight, Peng and his coworkers 97 invented a DNAzyme motor that operated in living cells with a response to a specic intracellular target (Fig. 5e) . Their DNA walking device referred to a 20 nm AuNP functionalized with hundreds of substrate strands, and dozens of DNAzyme molecules were silenced by a locking strand. Aer entering a living cell, the target miRNA was hybridized to the locking strand and released the locking strand from the DNAzyme through a strand displacement reaction, which drove the DNAzyme motor to traverse along the AuNP surface. The process of this stepwise walking inside the cell was monitored in real-time through the uorescence of FAM.
Summary and perspectives
From the discussed research above, the complexity of DNA walking devices has been enhanced from one "foot" travel to multipedal movement, and even to complex assemblies involving tweezers, [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] cranes, 104, 105 catenanes, 106 rotaxanes, 107,108 metronomes, 109 gears 110 and spiders. The track has also been promoted from individual DNA strands to 2D or 3D forms. [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] Despite the fact that these outstanding DNA nanomachines have been proven to possess exquisite programmability and addressability with the help of FRET, 117, 118 electrophoretic experiments, or fast AFM measurements on surfaces, there still remain challenges for future development, such as the scale and speed. The good news is that researchers have tried their best to design and manipulate more and faster walking devices in the form of rotating or rolling and larger nanostructures including DNA nanotubes, DNA tetrahedra and DNA origami boxes. Suitable applications for DNA walking devices have been a matter of continuous exploration, including drug delivery, mediating organic synthesis, 119 programmed control of RNA expression and computation.
It is difficult to predict the practical application of these smart walking devices, but just as Feringa, one of the 2016 Nobel Prize winners for chemistry, said "People were saying, why do we need a ying machine? Now we have a Boeing 747 and an Airbus. That's a little bit how I feel. The opportunities are great." It is deserved to imagine that walking devices could be used as tiny robots in people's bodies to deliver drugs or detect cancerous cells, or as smart materials that could adapt or change depending on external signals. Anyway, it's time to pay more attention to develop DNA walking devices because they are coming.
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